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Author's response to reviews: see over
Dear Editorial Production Team,

We applied the following formatting changes according to your revisions:

Major revisions:
- Figure 1 was cited at the end of chapter Methods/Design – Patients.
- The tables were added to the manuscript and should not be added as additional files but be integral part of the publication. Please excuse the confusion.
- Table 1 was already cited, Table 2 is now referred to at the end of chapter Discussion – Selection.

Minor revisions:
- The manuscript title has been changed.
- Methods heading has been changed.
- Typography has been checked for errors.
- Additional files: the EndNote library will be deleted in the course of submission.

We hope to have met your demands for the manuscript – if not, please don’t hesitate for any further enquiries or comments.

Kind Regards,

Dr. Benjamin Hotter
CSB, Resident

Berlin, November 12th 2009
Covering letter for our revised manuscript 1615190615286955